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Is Equity Still a Useful Term?

• Equity bogged down with history
• Often fails to promote dialogue/visioning
• Everyone thinks they are talking about the same thing
• Only know we are addressing it when far away
• Tends to privilege a universal or whitestream view (e.g., all students)

• Need a new angle to examine a long term problem that is moral, not 
technical
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THINK-PAIR-SHARE
Take a minute to think about a specific 
mathematical experience that felt alienating, 
marginalizing, or dehumanizing to you, a peer, or a 
student 



Why Rehumanizing?

• Honors our history
• Addresses politics of teaching and politics of mathematics (e.g., unearned privilege, 

arbitrariness, emperor not wearing any clothes, White supremacist capitalist patriarchy)

• Not just a decoupling (from wealth, dominance, compliance) but a recoupling (with 
connection, joy, belonging)

• Verb because action-oriented, ongoing, performance, future-focused
• Seeks evidence from populations served
• Could rename it decolonizing, but only under certain conditions (e.g., mathematx, 

see Nov. 2017 issue of Philosophy of Mathematics Education Journal)
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See video explanation at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D266LYIigS0 



What might count?
Positioning/Participation Cultures/Histories Windows/Mirrors Living Practice

Status, hierarchies in the 

classroom/society, 

legitimate participation 

teacher aware of 

positioning 

Funds of knowledge, 

algorithms from other 

countries, 

ethnomathematics, 

politics

Appreciation, not just 

critique, also a new world; 

standing alongside of 

peers, seeing new things, 

new axioms, goal is not 

always consensus; 

fostering respect/dignity; 

becoming the best person 

in their own eyes

Ethnomathematics, 

history, debates, 

highlighting breaking the 

rules, axioms leading to 

divergent answers, 

mathematics for one’s 

own purpose; politics

Authority shifts from 

text/teacher to other 

students; students as 

meaning makers

Students reconnecting 

with their own histories or 

ancestors/roots

Students being able to see 

themselves in curriculum 

& in others; connecting 

with others

Understanding 

mathematics as 

something in motion

Students thinking of 

maths as a verb, not noun 

Povey & Burton, 1999; 

Martin, 2013; Wagner & 

Herbel-Eisenmann, 2009

Aguirre & Zavala, 2013;

D’Ambrosio, 1985; Powell 

& Frankenstein, 1995; 

Turner et al., 2012

Gutiérrez, 2012; 2015

Style, 1995

Su, 2017

Brown, 1996

Gutiérrez, 2017a

Su, 2017



What might count?
Broadening Mathematics Creation Body/Emotions Ownership

Decentering of:  
Algebra/Calculus/Number 
Sense, symbolic 
representation, favoring 
the general case to make 
room for other forms

Not just reproducing what 
has come before (e.g., 
invented algorithms, new 
ways of naming/seeing 
patterns, breaking rules)

The body and senses 
matter for any real world 
problem (can’t just 
pretend); a critical 
element is joy. 

mathematics as 
something one does for 
oneself, not just for others 
(e.g., school), questions 
and answers are 
useful/reasonable for 
one’s own purposes, 

Students seeing more 
qualitatively or other 
forms that would count as 
mathematics of 
mathematics 

Students inventing new 
(to them) forms of 
mathematics 

Invitations to and 
examples that draw upon 
other parts of the self 
(e.g., voice, vision, touch, 
intuition over logic)  

desire to “play” or 
“express oneself” through 
mathematics

Ascher, 2004
Gutiérrez, 2017b
Joseph, 2010

Brown, 1996
Steffe & Thompson, 2000

de Freitas, 2008
Sinclair, 

Brown, 1996
de-Freitas, 2012
Gutiérrez, 2017
Su, 2017
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See video explanation at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D266LYIigS0 



THINK-PAIR

Which of these 8 dimensions are most interesting, challenging, or 
resonate with you?  (Talk with the person next to you)



Workshop on Equity in Mathematics Education

Why are we here?
What are we doing with this framework all week?



Our Journeys & Action Projects

• Marrielle Myers: Rehumanizing Assessment and Grading

• Brian Katz:  Broadening Engagement in the Efforts for Rehumanizing 
Mathematics



Write questions on a notecard & we will 
collect them



Loving Challenges, What We Can Do, & Your 
Questions


